
Growing up in Grand Rapids, MI, I spent a lot of time outside
playing and wandering around the woods. My painting tends to
take on a childlike wonder through the exploration of Michigan’s
wildlife. I always find myself curious about the history of places
and the creatures that live there. The natural world tends to take
over my paintbrush and I dive into a colorful world full of native,
threatened, and endangered species. 

My murals provide a moment of happiness and community. I paint
to bring smiles to faces and allow the noise of life to subside for
just a moment.

At Ada Drive Railroad
Underpass and Bridge

Follow more of Christina’s work at https://tenfingerfish.com, @tenfingerfishstudio
on Instagram, and Ten Finger Fish Studio on Facebook.
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Ada Drive Railroad Underpass Mural

FINAL DESIGNS TO BE PAINTED
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Hi, I'm Dave. I love painting big letters on crusty outdoor walls,
playing with my hyperactive dogs, and scrolling endlessly through
art and design on Dribbble and Pinterest. Letterforms are my go-to
whenever I pick up a pencil and paper. I started playing with
letters back in 2012 and found a medium I wanted to stick with.

This mural is an expression of our wonderment of the natural world.
If we slow down, we can see the natural world unfolding in our
backyards or finding its way into our concrete jungles. Art will
always invoke an opinion and those opinions spark conversations.
This mural is meant to spark conversations of positivity and pride in
place.

At Thornapple River Drive
Railroad Bridge

Follow more of Dave’s work on davebattjes.com and @davebattjes on Instagram.
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